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Abstract. Let R be a ring and f an endomorphism obtained from sums

and compositions of left multiplications, right multiplications, automorphisms,

and derivations. We prove several results relating the behavior of / on certain

subsets of R to its behavior on all of R . For example, we prove ( 1 ) if R is

prime with ideal / / 0 such that /(/) = 0, then f(R) = 0, (2) if R is a
domain with right ideal X ¿ 0 such that f(X) = 0, then f(R) = 0, and (3) if
R is prime and /(A") = 0 , for X a right ideal and n > 1 , then f(X) = 0 . We
also prove some generalizations of these results for semiprime rings and rings

with no non-zero nilpotent elements.

1. Introduction and notation

In this paper we will deal with endomorphisms of rings which arise from

taking sums and compositions of left multiplications, right multiplications, au-

tomorphisms, and derivations. We will refer to them as automorphic-differential

endomorphisms. We will examine some questions on automorphic-differential

endomorphisms which arose quite naturally in the study of the invariants of

group actions and Lie algebra actions. When examining the action of a group

or Lie algebra one would like to explicitly produce non-zero invariants inside of

certain ideals or subrings. This is often done with a trace map, which maps the

ring into the subring of invariants. For group actions, this is done by applying

sums of automorphisms and for Lie algebras, by applying sums and composi-

tions of derivations. In these cases the trace map is an automorphic-differential

endomorphism and one often wants to determine if a trace map which is non-

zero on a ring is non-zero on a particular ideal or subring.

There are already some results along these lines. Montgomery [5] shows that

if a finite group acts on a domain then the trace map is non-zero if and only if

it is non-zero on every non-zero one-sided ideal. Chung and Luh [2] show that
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if d is a derivation of a prime ring then d" is zero on a non-zero ideal if and

only if d" is zero on the entire ring. Lanski [3] extends this result to show that

if a derivation is algebraic on a non-zero ideal of a prime ring then the same

polynomial in the derivation vanishes on the entire ring. Leroy and Matczuk

[4] also prove this result as well as the analogous result for an automorphism.

Although these results deal only with a finite group or a single automorphism

or derivation they all suggest that an automorphic-differential endomorphism

which vanishes on a non-zero ideal of a prime ring or on a non-zero one-sided

ideal of a domain should vanish on the entire ring. We call an automorphic-

differential endomorphism which vanishes on a ring an automorphic-differential

identity.

We will generalize the above results by proving

Theorem A. Let R be a prime ring, I ^ 0 an ideal, and f an automorphic-

differential endomorphism. If f(I) = 0 then f(R) = 0.

Theorem B. Let R be a domain, \±0 a right ideal, and f an automorphic-

differential endomorphism. If f(X) = 0 then f(R) = 0.

In prime rings an automorphic-differential endomorphism which vanishes

on a right ideal need not be an automorphic-differential identity. However, we

can show that an automorphic-differential endomorphism which vanishes on a

power of a right ideal of a prime ring vanishes on the ideal. We will prove

Theorem C. Let R be a prime ring, X a right ideal of R, and f an automorphic-

differential endomorphism. If f(kn) = 0, for zz > 1, then f(k) = 0.

We will also extend various aspects of Theorems A, B, C to semiprime rings

and to rings with no non-zero nilpotent elements.

Despite generalizing results which require either difficult combinatorial or

structure theoretic proofs, our results will be obtained through fairly elementary

means. We will embed our automorphic-differential endomorphisms in a set

of polynomials which resembles a skew group ring and a Lie algebra smash

product [1]. We avoid the calculations required for a fixed endomorphism [2,3]

by instead exploiting the properties of endomorphisms with minimal degrees

as polynomials.

The techniques used in this paper can also be used to prove results on Lie

ideals, anti-automorphisms, and rings whose invariants are central. However

they require far more technical arguments involving prime rings satisfying poly-

nomial identities and generalized polynomial identités. To include these more

technical results in this paper, we feel would obscure the ideas which enable us

to prove Theorems A,B, and C as well as other results on prime and semiprime

rings. Our goal is for this paper to be self-contained and to return to those other

questions in a more technical paper.

Suppose now that / is an automorphic-differential endomorphism of ring

R ; we will first show that we can write f = fx + ■ ■ ■ + fn where each f. is of
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the form Lagdx ■■■dm where La is left multiplciation by the element a ; g is

an automorphism; and dx, ... ,dm are derivations.

If b G R, define the maps Lb(r) = br, Tb(r) = rb, and db(r) = rb - br,

for all r G R. Since db = Tb — Lb, we have Tb = db + Lb, therefore in /

we may replace every right multiplication by the sum of a derivation and a left

multiplication. Now suppose c,r,s G R and let d be a derivation and g an

automorphism; then we have

(1) dLc(r) = d(cr) = cd(r) + d(c)r = (Lcd + Ld(c))(r)

(2) gLc(r) = g(cr) = g(c)g(r) = Lg(c)g(r)

(3) g~xdg(rs) = g-Xd(g(r)g(s)) = g-ldg(r)s + rg-ldg(s).

By (1) and (2), in / we may apply all our left multiplications after all the

derivations and automorphisms are applied. Furthermore, by (3), g~ldg is a

derivation ô, thus dg = gô and so, if / we may apply all the derivations

before we apply the automorphisms. Therefore / can now be written as a sum

of endomorphisms, each of which is a composition of derivations, followed by

automorphisms, followed by left multiplications. However the composition of

automorphisms is again an automorphism and the composition of left multipli-

cations is again a left multiplication. Thus we write f — fx + ■■ ■ + fn, where

each fi is of the form Lagdx ...dm.

We can now fix the notation that we will use throughout this paper. Let

R be a ring with a set of derivations {dx,d2, ... ,d¡} and a set of auto-

morphisms {gx,g2, ... ,gk}- The derivations and automorphisms are not

required to be distinct endomorphisms. We let X = {xx,x2, ... ,x¡} and

Y = {y{,y2, ■ ■ ■ ,yk} he sets of variables with each xt corresponding to the

derivation d¡ and each y corresponding to the automorphism g.. We define

R[X, Y] to be the free left Ä-module with basis consisting of all monomials

of the form yiA,, where y¡ G Y and A( is a product of elements from X.

In forming A(, the elements of X are considered to be free non-commuting

variables and we allow A( to be an empty product. We call R[X, Y] a set

of automorphic-differential polynomials and we define a left action of the set

R[X, Y] on the ring R. It will certainly suffice to define our action of R[X, Y]

in terms of monomials and then extend additively. For a G R, y € Y, and

x¡t, ... , x{ G X we define the action ay¡xt ...x¡-r = Lagj ■ dix ■ ■ ■ d¡ (r), for

all r G R. In general, if w G R[X, Y] and A c R we will denote the image of

A under the action of w as either w -A or w(A), depending upon the context.

If w G R[X, Y], by the degree of w we mean its degree when viewed solely

as a polynomial in the variables x¡ € X. If w G R[X, Y] has degree zz > 0

its length will be the number of degree zz monomials in w. For example,

ayxx3x2 + bx3x2 + cy2x4 G R[X, Y] has degree 2 and length 2.

It will also be important for R[X, Y] to have the structure of an .R-bimodule.

In defining the right action of R on R[X, Y] we must be consistent with the
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left action of R[X, Y] on R. Therefore, as in formulas (1) and (2), we let

xf = cx¡ + d¡(c)   and   y¡c = gi(c)yi       for c G R,    x¡ G X,    y. e It.

It is now easy to see that, for s g R, we have x(c • 5 = xi, • (cj) and jzfc • 5 =

j>(. • (cs) and so the right action of R on i?[X, Y] is consistent with the left

action of R[X, Y] on R .

The final piece of notation we will need is if A c R we let 1(A) and r(A)

denote, respectively, the left and right annihilators of A. More precisely,

1(A) = {r g R\ra = 0, for all a G A} and r(A) = {r g R\ar = 0, for all

aGA}.

From the preceding discussion it is now clear that if / is any automorphic-

differential endomorphism then there exist finite sets X, Y corresponding, re-

spectively, to the derivations and automorphisms in / such that the action of

f on R can be induced by at least one element in R[X,Y]. In the next sec-

tion we will obtain the desired information about / by exploiting the bimodule

structure of R[X, Y].

2. The main results

All of our results on automorphic-differential enomorphisms will follow from

Proposition. Let R be any ring, R[X ,Y] a set of automorphic-differential poly-

nomials, X a right ideal of R, and P a prime ideal of R. Suppose N(P) =

{w G R[X,Y]\w(X) c P} and M(P) = {w G R[X,Y]\w(R) c P} ; then either

N(P) = M(P) or ag(X) c P for some a G R, a <£ P and an automorphism g

corresponding to an element in Y.

Proof. Suppose N(P) ^ M (P) ; since M (P) c N(P) there exist elements in

N(P) not in M(P). From among elements in N(P) not in M(P), let zz

be the smallest degree and m the shortest length from among those degree zz

elements. Now suppose w G N(P), w & M(P) has degree n and length zzz ;

then w = ayA+(m- 1 monomials of degree zz) + (monomials of degree < n )

where a G R, y G Y, and A is a degree zz monomial from elements in X.

If a G P then ay A ■ R c P, thus (w - ay A) ■ X c P and w - ayA has either

smaller degree or shorter length than w . Therefore w - ayA G M(P), hence

w = (w - ayA) + ayA g M(P), a contradiction. Thus a & P.

If g is the automorphism corresponding to y, let r g g(X) and consider

arw - wg~ (r)g~ (a) ; since g~ (r) el we have wg~ (r)g~ (a) ■ R = w ■

8~ (r)g~ (a)R C w • X c P. Therefore wg~ (r)g~ (a) G M(P) and neither

arw nor wg~ (r)g~ (a) contains any degree zz monomials not already present

in w . Now arw-wg~ (r)g~ (a) = (ara-ara)yA+ (at most m- 1 degree zz

monomials) + (monomials of degree < zz ); thus arw-wg~ (r)g~ (a) G M(P)

as it is an element of N(P) of either smaller degree or shorter length than w .

Since arw-wg~ (r)g~ (a), wg~ (r)g~ (a) G M(P) we have arw G M(P),

hence ar(w ■ R) = arw ■ R c P, for any r g g(X). Therefore ag(X)w(R) c P
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and combining the facts that ag(X) is a right ideal, P is a prime ideal, and

w(R) <t P we obtain the conclusion ag(X) c P.

We can now prove our first main result from which Theorems A and B will

follow as special cases.

Theorem 1. Let R be a prime ring, f an automorphic-differential endomor-

phism, and X a right ideal with l(X) = 0. If f(X) = 0 then f(R) = 0.

Proof. Let X and Y be finite sets such that / is induced by some w g

R[X,Y]. For any automorphism g of R, l(g(X)) = l(X) = 0, therefore

og(X) t¿ 0 for any 0 ^ a G R. Now apply the Proposition with the prime

P = 0, since w g N(P) and ag(X) £ P, we have w G M(P), thus f(R) = 0.

If X ̂  0 is either a right ideal in a domain or an ideal in a prime ring then

l(X) = 0. In light of Theorem 1, we immediately obtain Theorems A and B.

Theorem A. Let R be a prime ring, I ^ 0 an ideal, and f an automorphic-

differential endomorphism. If f(I) = 0 then f(R) = 0.

Theorem B. Let R be a domain, 1/0 a right ideal, and f an automorphic-

differential endomorphism. If f(X) = 0 then f(R) = 0.

We would like to generalize these results to semiprime rings and rings with no

non-zero nilpotent elements. However, in such rings if an auto-

morphic-differential endomorphism vanishes on a non-zero ideal it need not

be an automorphic-differential identity. This is easy to see in the following ex-

ample: let Rx, R2 be domains with d ± 0 a derivation of Rx. Then RX®R2

has no non-zero nilpotent elements and d © 0 is a non-zero derivation vanish-

ing on the ideal 0 © R2. In this example, 1(0 © R2) ^ 0 ; if we assume, as in

Theorem 1 that our ideal has zero left annihilator, we can prove

Theorem 2. Let R be a semiprime ring, f an automorphic-differential endo-

morphism, and I an ideal with 1(1) = 0. If f(I) = 0 then f(R) = 0.

Proof. Let X, Y be finite sets such that / is induced by some w G R[X, Y].

If P is a prime ideal of R, by the Proposition, either N(P) = M(P) or

a g (I) c P where a £ P and g correspond to an element in Y. Since P is

prime and g(I) is an ideal, if ag(I) c P then g(I) c P ; hence, for any prime

P, either w(R) c P or g(I) c P. If gx, ... ,gk are all the automorphisms

corresponding to the set Y then w(R)gx(I)g2(I)... gk(I) c P, for every prime

P. However, since R is semiprime the intersection of its primes is 0, hence

w(R)gx(I)g2(I)...gk(I) = 0. Each g¡ is an automorphism, thus l(g¡(I)) =

1(1) = 0, hence w(R) = 0. Thus f(R) = 0.

For rings with no non-zero nilpotent elements we can extend Theorem 2 to

right ideals.

Theorem 3. Let R be a ring with no non-zero nilpotent elements, f an auto-

morphic-differential endomorphism, and X a right ideal with l(X) = 0. If f(X) =

0 then f(R) = 0.
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Proof. Let P be a completely prime ideal of R, that is, a prime such that

R/P is a domain. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2; if w G R[X, Y]

induces / then either w(R) c P or a g (A) C P. Since a & P and P is

completely prime, we have w(R) c P or g (A) C P and so, w(R)gx(A)... gk(A)

is contained in every completely prime ideal. However, in a ring with no non-

zero nilpotent elements the intersection of the completely prime ideals is 0,

therefore we conclude w(R) = 0, hence f(R) = 0.

Neither Theorem 2 nor Theorem 3 completely generalizes Theorem 1 to

semiprime rings. We suspect that the following generalization is true, but we

have been unable to prove it:

Question 1. Suppose R is a semiprime ring, f an automorphic-differential en-

domorphism, and A a right ideal with 1(A) = 0. If f(A) = 0, is f(R) = 01

It is easy to see that for an arbitrary right ideal A of a prime ring, an

automorphic-differential endomorphism / can vanish on A without being an

automorphic-differential identity. However, we will see that if / vanishes on

a power of A, then it must vanish on A. This will follow fairly directly from

Theorem A.

Theorem C. Let R be a prime ring, f an automorphic-differential endomor-

phism, and A a right ideal. If f(An) = 0, for n > 1, then f(A) = 0.

Proof. We may, without loss, first assume that R contains a unit element.

Furthermore, by induction, we may also assume that zz = 2. Note that A =

(A)(A) D (AR)A = A(RA) and let I = RA. Suppose w G R[X,Y] induces f
and let b G A; therefore wb e R[X, Y] and wb ■ I = w ■ (bl) c w • (AI) c

w • (A2) = 0. Applying Theorem A to wb, we see that (wb) • R = 0. Hence

w(b) = (wb) • 1 e (wb) • R = 0, thus f(b) = 0, for all b G A.  Therefore

/W-o.

For the case where no automorphisms are present, we would like to extend

Theorem C to semiprime rings. To do so, we first need the following lemma on

the invariance of right annihilators:

Lemma. Let R be a semiprime ring with ideal J and derivation d ; then

d(r(J)) c r(J).

Proof. Since Jr(J) = 0 and d(J2) c J, we have 0 - d(J2r(J)) = J2d(r(J)) D

(Jd(r(J))) . By the semiprimeness of R, Jd(r(J)) = 0, hence d(r(J)) c

r(J).

We now extend Theorem C, in the absence of automorphisms, to semiprime

rings. In this case, we will refer to our endomorphism as a differential endo-

morphism. Later we will deal with endomorphisms involving automorphisms,

but not derivations and we will refer to them as automorphic endomorphisms.
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Theorem 4. Let R be a semiprime ring, f a differential endomorphism, and A

a right ideal. If f(A") = 0, for n > 1, then f(A) = 0.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem C, we assume that R has a unit, zz = 2,

and let I = RA while noting that AI c A . Suppose w G R[X] induces /

and let b G A; we want to show w(b) = 0. If P is a prime ideal of R,

we have (wb) • I = w • (bl) c w • A = 0 c P, therefore by the Proposition,

either (wb) • R c P or al c P, for some a & P. Hence either w(b) G P or

I C P, thus we conclude RAw(b) = Iw(b) c P and so, Aw(b) c P. Since the

intersection of the primes of J? is 0, we have Aw(b) = 0.

By definition, Ar(A) = 0 therefore (r(A)A)2 = r(A)Ar(A) = 0, hence r(A)A =

0. Therefore A c r(r(A)) and, by repeated use of the previous lemma with

J = r(A), we have w(A) c w ■ r(r(A)) c r(r(A)). However, by the previous

paragraph, w (b) G r(A), therefore w(b) G r(A)C\r(r(A)). Since r(A) n r(r(A)) is

of square zero, r(A) n r(r(A)) = 0 and so, w(b) = 0.

A well-known open question in the study of derivations acting on semiprime

rings is

Question 2. Are the minimal primes of a semiprime ring invariant under

all derivations'?

For an arbitrary ring the minimal primes need not be invariant, however

for algebras over the rationals the minimal primes are invariant, even if the

algebra is not semiprime [6]. A positive answer to Question 2 would enable

us to extend Theorem C to semiprime rings. This is because we can prove a

semiprime version of Theorem C when the minimal primes are invariant under

the derivations in our automorphic-differential endomorphism. More precisely,

we prove

Theorem 5. Let R be a semiprime ring, f an automorphic-differential endo-

morphism, and A a right ideal. If the minimal primes of R are invariant under

the derivations in f and if f(A") = 0, for zz > 1, then f(A) = 0.

Proof. This proof will be somewhat similar to the proof of our Proposition,

however we will need to make some changes in the way we represent elements

of R[X, Y]. Whereas we have been viewing elements of R[X, Y] as sums of

monomials of the form ayA, we can instead use formulas (1), (2), (3) from

Section 1 to view the monomials in R[X, Y] as being of the form Aay . Viewing

elements of R[X, Y] in this way, we can still refer to the degree and length of

elements in R[X, Y].

Let P be a minimal prime of R and suppose there exist w G R[X, Y] such

that w(A2) c P and w(A) <£. P. Let w have minimal degree zz and shortest

length m from among such elements; thus w = Aay + (m - 1 monomials

of degree zz) + (monomials of degree < zz). For r g g(A) consider arw -

wg~l(r)g~\a) = A(ara - ara)y + (at mostzn - 1 monomials of degree zz)+

(monomials of degree < zz).
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Since arw-A2 c P and wg~l(r)g~l(a)-A c w-g~x(r)g~x(a)A cw-A2cP,

we conclude, by the minimality of w , that (arw-wg~x(r)g~l(a))-A c P, hence

arw -Ac P. Therefore arw(A) c P, for all r G g (A), thus ag(A)w(A) c P and

so, ag(A) c P. However, in this case Aay-A = A-ag(A) c A-P c P thus, by the

minimality of w , (w-Aay)-A c P. Therefore w(A) c (w-Aay)-A+Aay-A c P,

a contradiction. As a result, if w G R[X, Y] such that w(A2) c P, it follows

that w(A)c P.

Therefore if f(A ) = 0, we have f(A) c P, for every minimal prime P.

Since the intersection of the minimal primes of R  is 0, we conclude that

/W-o.
If no derivations are present in an automorphic-differential endomorphism,

then certainly the hypothesis on the invariance of minimal primes in Theorem

5 is satisfied. We then immediately have

Theorem 6. Let R be a semiprime ring, f an automorphic endomorphism, and

A a right ideal. If f(An) = 0, for n > 1, then f(A) = 0.

We suspect that the conclusion of Theorem 5 is still true, even if the minimal

primes of R fail to be invariant. Since we have been unable to prove this we

leave it as

Question 3. Suppose R is a semiprime ring, f an automorphic-differential en-

domorphism, and A a right ideal. If f(A") = 0, for zz > 1, must f(A) = 0 ?

We conclude this paper by looking at our results on automorphic-differential

endomorphisms in a different context. If a Lie algebra L acts on a ring R as

derivations then this extends to an action of the universal enveloping algebra

U(L) by composition of derivations and finally to an action of R#U(L) on R

by composition of derivations and left multiplications. Similarly, if a group G

acts on R as automorphisms this extends to an action of the skew group ring

R*G. But R#U(L) and R * G are examples of Hopf algebra smash products

R#H and we can view our results in this context. For example, as a special

case of Theorem A we have the following:

Theorem. Let R be a prime ring and H either an enveloping algebra or group

algebra acting on R. If f G RirH such that f(I) = 0, for I ^ 0 an ideal of
R, then f(R) = 0.

Similarly, all the results in this paper have, as special cases, restatements in

terms of Hopf algebra actions. It is natural to wonder if the results in this

paper extend to arbitrary Hopf algebra actions. This leads to the following

general question:

Question 4. Suppose R is a ring, H a Hopf algebra acting on R, and let

f G R#H. If R is special, such as being prime or a domain, and if Aj^O is a

special subset of R, such as being an ideal or a one-sided ideal, must f(R) = 0

whenever f(A) = 0 ?
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The key to the proofs in this paper was our ability to use minimal degree

and shortest length arguments. These arguments can be used for enveloping

algebras and group algebras, but it is not clear how to proceed for arbitrary

Hopf algebras.
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